











What is the Relationship in Relationship Banking?




The purpose of this paper is to compare relationships in banking in Japan with
those in the United States. Small enterprises in the United Sates have a smaller
number of banks and have been conducting transactions with them over fewer
years than small enterprises those in Japan. Furthermore, importance is placed on
the loan officer's personal lending techniques and human relations with small
enterprises because many small enterprises in the United States have incomplete
financial statements and accounting records. Therefore, soft information produced
by them is important. In Japan, in contrast, small enterprises have a larger
number of banks and have been conducting transactions with them for many more
years than small enterprises in the United States. However, in Japan, job
rotations are frequent, so it is inconceivable for the business relationship to depend
on personal relations between the loan officer and each customer. The change in
the representative of an enterprise is not significantly correlated with the change
in its main banks. The local community itself forms a membership club to produce
soft information in Japan, and this soft information complements the hard
information with most of the officers of the credit institution composed of
permanent local inhabitants.
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